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Abstract14

Jupiter’s auroral main emission (ME) has long been considered to be the result of cur-15

rents keeping plasma corotating with the surrounding magnetosphere. As a result, the16

ME corotates with the planet, and individual auroral features making up the ME roughly17

follow suit. Jupiter’s dawn storms, some of the rarest and brightest auroral features within18

the ME, are an exception, as they do not corotate but instead remain fixed near local19

dawn. The causes of this enigmatic motion are not fully understood. To test the signif-20

icance of this motion, we have developed a process to identify auroral features and mea-21

sure their degree of corotational motion, including dawn storms, in archival Hubble Space22

Telescope images of the Jovian ultraviolet aurorae. We compare motions of features in-23

side and outside the dawn sector, characterizing the exact motions of dawn storms and24

providing context for these motions for the first time. In keeping with previous studies,25

we expected to identify features fixed near local dawn in 10% of observations; instead,26

we find that half of all features near local dawn lag corotation. We show that subcoro-27

tating dawn emissions are far more common than previously thought, and that the drivers28

of this motion must be similarly common. Corotational motion must be considered when29

identifying the processes driving all dawn aurorae, including the dawn storms. We ex-30

plore the consistency of this result with various theories of dawn ME formation and pro-31

pose that aspects of the known current system relating to the Sun-Jupiter geometry can32

explain this behavior.33

Plain Language Summary34

Jupiter’s aurorae vary widely in brightness, shape, and motion across the planet.35

The brightest part of these aurorae, the main emission, consists of two ovals of nearly36

permanent lights partially surrounding the northern and southern magnetic poles, su-37

perficially similar to the auroral ovals of the Earth. This portion of the aurorae is thought38

to be created by the interaction of Jupiter’s powerful magnetic field, fast rotation rate,39

and plasma produced from material ejected by the volcanic moon Io. This system as a40

whole moves at about the same speed as Jupiter’s rotation, so it is expected that the au-41

rorae would also rotate at this speed, appearing fixed in Jupiter’s atmosphere. Dawn storms–42

rare, bright aurorae that appear near local dawn– seem to conflict with this picture. These43

storms move slower than the planet rotates, appearing to remain fixed near dawn. Here,44

we measure the rotation rates of auroral features across Jupiter to understand how of-45

ten dawn storms occur and how significant their motion is. We find that auroral features46

often move slower than Jupiter’s rotation rate throughout the dawn sector, which is sur-47

prising considering the rarity of dawn storms and that most auroral features are expected48

to match Jupiter’s rotation.49

1 Introduction50

Jupiter’s ultraviolet (UV) aurorae comprise essentially three large-scale components;51

in order of increasing latitude, these are: the satellite footprints, the main emission (ME),52

and the polar emissions (Clarke et al., 2004; Nichols et al., 2009; Grodent, 2015). Oc-53

casionally, the diffuse emissions equatorward of the main emission and poleward of the54

satellite footprints are included as a fourth component (Bonfond et al., 2020). These com-55

ponents are physically distinct and generally vary independently of one another (Clarke56

et al., 2004), meaning each component may be considered separately. The most power-57

ful of Jupiter’s large-scale auroral forms, the auroral ME, forms two partially-closed ovals58

of vertically sheet-like aurorae around each of Jupiter’s magnetic poles. In the southern59

hemisphere, the main emission appears superficially similar to Earth’s auroral ovals, as60

Jupiter’s southern magnetic pole is near its rotational axis (Connerney et al., 2018). In61

the north, the ME is warped into a kidney-bean shape due to an off-axis magnetic pole62

and the presence of a magnetic anomaly (Grodent et al., 2008), as illustrated in Figure63
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1. The auroral oval is always present and evolves slowly, on a timescale of tens of min-64

utes, with intensities varying between 500 − 3000 kiloRayleighs (kR) (Grodent et al.,65

2003; Clarke et al., 2004; Nichols et al., 2009). The auroral oval rotates with the planet,66

remaining fixed in planetocentric latitude and System III (SIII) longitude, the coordi-67

nate system referenced to the rotation of the Jovian magnetic field, in a state referred68

to as “corotation” (Gérard et al., 1994; Ballester et al., 1996; Clarke et al., 2004; Gro-69

dent, 2015). This is in direct contrast with the Earth’s aurorae, which form an oval largely70

fixed with the direction of the solar wind. Individual, small-scale (∼ 1000 km wide) au-71

roral features embedded in the main emission typically corotate as well (Gérard et al.,72

1994). Deviation from this motion is therefore interesting as it is indicative of an unusual73

magnetospheric process (Grodent, 2015). Deviations from corotation have been noted74

in the ME in the dusk sector (Grodent et al., 2003), near noon with the auroral discon-75

tinuity (Radioti et al., 2008) and noon auroral spot (Palmaerts et al., 2014), and in the76

dawn sector (Prangé et al., 1993; Ballester et al., 1996; Clarke et al., 1998; Gustin et al.,77

2006; Clarke et al., 2009; Nichols et al., 2009).78

The ME owes its steadiness and motion to the corotation-enforcement field-aligned79

currents (FACs) coupling the magnetosphere and ionosphere, which have historically been80

identified as its dominant driver (Hill, 2001; Cowley & Bunce, 2001; Southwood & Kivel-81

son, 2001). These currents map to the middle magnetosphere (15 − 30 RJ) where Io-82

genic plasma fills the magnetosphere and drifts outward, losing angular velocity in or-83

der to conserve angular momentum. The currents maintain the corotation of magneto-84

spheric plasma by transferring angular momentum from the ionosphere to the plasma.85

They are strongestwhere the plasma angular velocity decreases most quickly, or where86

corotation begins to significantly breakdown, typically near ∼30 RJ (Hill, 2001). The87

electron precipitation associated with the upward currents excites atmospheric gas in the88

high latitude ionosphere, forming auroral emission; the strongest FACs form the ME (Cowley89

& Bunce, 2001). The FACs and resulting auroral emission are always present due to the90

continuous addition of new Iogenic plasma to the middle magnetosphere (Thomas et al.,91

2004), and are dominated by internal processes (Southwood & Kivelson, 2001) rather92

than external factors including the ambient solar wind (Clarke et al., 2009).93

While the corotation-enforcement FACs are widely believed to dominate the Jo-94

vian main emission, not all of the predictions of this model have been borne out in in-95

situ measurements. While the Juno spacecraft has detected electron precipitation suf-96

ficient to power the main emission, it has also found equally or more powerful broadband,97

bi-directional electron acceleration to be common (Mauk et al., 2017, 2018, 2020). Ac-98

celeration processes other than the field-aligned potentials formed along FACs via the99

Knight relation (Knight, 1973) may be responsible for additional emission co-located with100

the main emission (Bonfond et al., 2020). Nonetheless, there is strong evidence that the101

main emission, at least in the dawn sector, is primarily driven by magnetosphere-ionosphere102

coupling FACs associated with corotation enforcement (Nichols & Cowley, 2022). Ob-103

servations continue to support the overall picture of corotation-enforcement of outward104

drifting plasma, and by extension the corotation of the ME.105

Jupiter’s enigmatic auroral dawn storms behave nearly opposite to typical auro-106

ral forms in the ME, despite appearing within the ME at local dawn. The dawn storms107

evolve over tens of minutes, reaching peak intensities �3 MegaRayleighs (MR) in that108

time (Ballester et al., 1996; Gustin et al., 2006). From Earth-based observations the storms109

are also observed to significantly subcorotate, lagging behind rigid corotation by �30%110

(Ballester et al., 1996; Gustin et al., 2006) and often remaining fixed entirely near lo-111

cal dawn (Clarke et al., 1998). These qualities define what we will refer to as “classical”112

dawn storms: brighter than average emission located near local dawn, with corotational113

velocity Ω along the ME of 0 ≤ Ω < 0.7ΩJ , where ΩJ is the rotation rate of Jupiter114

(i.e. Ω = ΩJ denotes rigid corotation). In figure 1, an example of a classical dawn storm115

is compared to other features observed in the dawn sector of the main emission. Clas-116
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Figure 1. Example HST observations of the northern hemisphere main emission on three

separate days (May 17, 2017, March 8, 2017, and March 21, 2017, respectively), with SIII longi-

tude and latitude graticules plotted in yellow and the statistically-averaged location of the main

emission in red. The direction to the Sun (yellow) and to the Earth (green) are marked with ar-

rows; in all images, dawn is toward the left of the observation. Brightness in the image has been

color-coded and log-scaled for clarity, corresponding to the colorbar on the right; brightness in

these images has not been corrected for limb-brightening. Panel (a) shows dim (I=1540±150

kR), corotating (Ω=1.04±0.39ΩJ) emissions in the dawn sector; panel (b) shows brighter

(I=3350±150 kR) and slightly subcorotating (Ω=0.76±0.20ΩJ) emissions near dawn; panel

(c) shows the even brighter (I=4930±230 kR) and strongly subcorotating (Ω=0.32±0.05ΩJ)

emissions near dawn. The dawn feature in (c) is a classical dawn storm. Brightness values have

not been adjusted for limb-brightening, and are displayed with a log scale corresponding to the

colorbar on the right.

sical dawn storms are rare, having been noted in ∼10% of archival observations (e.g. Prangé117

et al., 1993; Ballester et al., 1996; Clarke et al., 1998; Gustin et al., 2006; Clarke et al.,118

2009). Their subcorotational behavior is in stark contrast to the corotating main emis-119

sion, and, while subcorotation is seen in the Earth’s aurorae due to the dominance of the120

solar wind (e.g. Akasofu, 1981), is unexpected for emissions being driven by processes121

in Jupiter’s middle magnetosphere (Southwood & Kivelson, 2001; Clarke et al., 2009),122

far from the solar wind boundary near 100 RJ (Joy et al., 2002). The intensity, fast evo-123

lution, rarity, and subcorotating motion of the classical dawn storms are unusual, con-124

sidering the slowly-changing, always-present FACs thought to drive the ME emission.125

The peculiarity of the dawn storms has gained wider attention since the arrival of126

NASA’s Juno spacecraft at Jupiter. By comparing simultaneous HST observations with127

in-situ Juno measurements, Yao et al. (2020) found that a bright dawn emission observed128

with HST occurred shortly after Juno detected the signature of a magnetic reconnec-129

tion event, and that further bright dawn emissions frequently coincided with plasma in-130

jection signatures in the aurorae. They concluded that reconnection was a likely driver131

of the emissions, with subsequent magnetic field dipolarization causing injection signa-132

tures. Similarly, Swithenbank-Harris et al. (2021) found dense, high-energy plasma with133

field-aligned motions in the middle magnetosphere, consistent with a reconnection event,134

at the same time as a very intense auroral form was observed in the dawn sector with135

HST. The feature they observe had a noonward leading edge which appeared to super-136

corotate at 2.5ΩJ . Using the Juno Ultraviolet Spectrograph (UVS) to observe Jupiter’s137

nightside aurorae, Bonfond et al. (2021) found a sequence of auroral forms beginning near138

local midnight which precede bright dawn emissions, with either the final auroral forms139

as a whole (in dim cases) or their leading edge (in bright cases) accelerating toward coro-140
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tation as they approach dawn, then apparently corotating after. They find dawn-storm-141

like emission in approximately half of the first 20 Juno perijoves, far exceeding the ∼10%142

occurrence rate found through HST observations. By comparing the sequence of auro-143

ral forms to similar forms observed in terrestrial aurorae, they concluded that these emis-144

sions are likely related to reconnection and dipolarization. Taken together, these results145

suggest some correlation between bright auroral features near dawn and magnetic recon-146

nection, dipolarization, and injection signatures. It is important to note that the auro-147

ral features identified in these studies are not required to be subcorotating, and thus of-148

ten are not classical dawn storms.149

Both the corotation-enforcement theory and the Juno-based findings are in ten-150

sion with the observed behaviors of classical dawn storms. While simple, axisymmetric151

corotation-enforcement theory cannot explain the behavior of subcorotating features by152

definition, modeled FACs tend to peak near where the plasma angular velocity is ∼0.9ΩJ153

(Hill, 2001; Cowley & Bunce, 2001; Nichols et al., 2020), which serves as a reasonable154

estimate for the rotation rate of auroral features associated with the FACs and is in keep-155

ing with observations (Grodent, 2015). The recent Juno results show that emissions fre-156

quently form with a trailing edge effectively fixed at midnight and a leading edge coro-157

tating or super-corotating toward noon through the dawn sector, equivalently having a158

center-of-brightness corotation rate of 0.5ΩJ � Ω � 1.25ΩJ (Swithenbank-Harris et159

al., 2021; Bonfond et al., 2021). Classical dawn storms, however, are expected to move160

with corotation rates of 0 � Ω � 0.7ΩJ (Clarke et al., 2009).161

To quantify the significance of this tension and develop a complete picture of the162

formation and evolution of classical dawn storms, the properties of dawn storms, other163

auroral forms in the dawn sector, and auroral forms outside of the dawn sector must be164

carefully measured. Changes to the intensity, location, morphology, and behaviors of ME165

auroral forms are reflections of the magnetospheric processes which drive them. By mea-166

suring these properties remotely using Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations of167

the ME, the structure and dynamics of the Jovian middle magnetosphere can be mea-168

sured. Perturbations to the steady-state main emission must correlate to atypical mag-169

netospheric process occurring in the region of the middle magnetosphere mapping to those170

emissions along magnetic field lines (Grodent, 2015). Processes known to perturb the171

ME include solar wind compressions (Waite et al., 2001; Kita et al., 2016), the geom-172

etry of Jupiter’s magnetic field (Kimura et al., 2017), volcanic events on Io (Bonfond et173

al., 2012; Kimura et al., 2018), and local time effects (Tao et al., 2010; Ray et al., 2014).174

In this paper, we identify hundreds of auroral features in the dayside main emission in175

the first survey of Jupiter’s aurorae to systematically measure corotation rate. With this176

survey, we quantify the difference in corotational behavior between dawn storms and other177

ME auroral features, both inside and outside of the dawn sector. A statistical survey of178

this scale can only be carried out using the wealth of archival HST observations avail-179

able.180

2 Observations181

The set of HST images analyzed here comprises 1518 Advanced Camera for Sur-182

veys Solar Blind Channel (ACS/SBC) observations and 252 Space Telescope Imaging183

Spectrograph (STIS) observations of the Jovian FUV aurorae spanning over 12 years.184

Earlier Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) images had lower resolution and185

sensitivity and are not included. Approximately 80% of the observations used were of186

Jupiter’s northern aurorae, with the remaining 20% of the southern aurorae. The ACS187

observations are ∼100 s integrations in the accumulated imaging mode using either the188

F115LP or F125LP filters covering nearly every day in a 52 day span in 2007 (see Clarke189

et al. (2009) for details). The STIS observations are ∼40 min. integrations in the time-190

tagged imaging mode of the Far Ultraviolet-Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (FUV-MAMA)191

using the F25SRF2 filter contemporaneous with perijoves of NASA’s Juno spacecraft (see192
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Nichols et al. (2017) and Grodent et al. (2018) for details). These observations track Jupiter193

from 2016-2019 covering roughly a quarter of a Jovian year. Key details of these observ-194

ing campaigns are included in Table 1.195

Table 1. HST Observations

Program Start date End date Configuration Cumulative exposure
time (hours)

GO 10862 Feb. 20 2007 Jun. 11 2007 ACS/SBC 42a

GO 14105 May 16 2016 Jul. 18 2016 STIS/FUV-MAMA 35
GO 14634 Nov. 30 2016 May 23 2018 STIS/FUV-MAMA 101
GO 15638 Feb. 9 2019 Sep. 13 2019 STIS/FUV-MAMA 36

aOnly orbits dedicated to observing Jupiter are included.

Images were extracted from the time-tagged observations by integrating over non-196

overlapping 30 s intervals of each exposure; the accumulated ACS images were unchanged.197

All images were reduced using the custom Boston University HST data reduction pipeline,198

which performs dark count subtraction, flat fielding, interpolation over bad anode rows199

where applicable, and corrects for geometric distortion using the most recent reference200

files available, as previously documented (e.g. Clarke et al., 2009; Nichols et al., 2009).201

Intensities were converted from counts/s to kiloRayelighs (kR) of unabsorbed H and H2202

emission using the conversion factors of Gustin et al. (2012) and assuming a color ra-203

tio of 2.5. The intensities of the ACS observations were uniformly enhanced by a fac-204

tor of 1.4 for those using the F115LP filter and 1.6 for those using the F125LP filter fol-205

lowing the reanalysis of the absolute flux calibration of the SBC (Avila et al., 2019).206

The center of the disk of the planet was determined by fitting a simulated plan-207

etary disk to the image manually, introducing a conservative error of 5 pixels in both the208

horizontal and vertical, equivalent to ∼370 km or ∼0.3◦ near the equator. The images209

were rotated such that the rotational north pole is vertical and near the top of the im-210

age; the images were scaled to account for changes in the observing geometry using NASA211

Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF) ephemerides (Acton et al., 2018).212

The geocoronal background was accounted for by subtracting the mean value of a 500×213

100 pixel region of sky far from the planetary limb. The Rayleigh-scattered solar con-214

tinuum emission of the Jovian disk was modeled as a latitudinal band profile averaged215

over all the observations within a single observing program, and was subtracted from each216

observation. Remaining large-scale brightness variations were subtracted using a mod-217

ified Minnaert function following Vincent et al. (2000); the small amount of Jupiter’s disk218

in most images did not allow a third-order form to be fit uniformly, so a first-order Min-219

naert function was used instead. Reduced images were projected onto planetocentric,220

equirectangular maps.221

3 Methods222

3.1 Keogram Creation223

The keograms constructed here are two-dimensional representations of the evolu-224

tion of the ME emission over an entire HST visit; similar keograms have been previously225

used effectively at Jupiter to identify new auroral emissions (e.g. Nichols et al., 2017).226

In each keogram, a single observation, or sub-integrated image in the case of time-tagged227

STIS observations, corresponds to a horizontal, one-dimensional profile of ME bright-228

ness. The ME brightness is extracted from an image by first linearizing a 6◦ region per-229

pendicular to and centered on the statistically-averaged location of the ME (or “statis-230
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Figure 2. Maps of the northern ME from March 21, 2017, from the same observations as

Figure 1c, showing (a) the northern ME on an equirectangular grid with the statistical main oval

(solid red line) and the oval offset perpendicularly by ±3◦ (red dotted lines) overplotted, and (b)

the same after linearizing along the statistical main oval, with equivalent lines. Longitude (λIII)

and latitude (φ) labels in (b) correspond to the locations marked with red circles in (a), and (b)

is additionally labeled with the distance along the statistical main oval starting at the point near-

est local midnight in Megameters (Mm). Brightnesses are not adjusted for limb-brightening and

are log-scaled for clarity, corresponding to the colorbar on the right.

tical main oval”) described by Nichols et al. (2009). This region was binned such that231

distance along the statistical main oval increases linearly along the x-axis. Each pixel232

of the image therefore measures the same physical distance in Jupiter’s atmosphere hor-233

izontally, as illustrated in Figure 2. The brightness profile is obtained by taking the av-234

erage of the fourth (highest) quartile of intensities measured in that bin as a represen-235

tative brightness. The brightest values in the each bin generally belong to the ME, and236

taking the brightness of these points regardless of where they occur on the vertical axis237

allows the ME to be sampled while allowing for potential deviations of up to ±3◦ lat-238

itude from the statistical main oval used (Grodent et al., 2008).239
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One-dimensional brightness profiles were produced for all exposures or sub-integrations240

within the same HST visit. Successive profiles were vertically stacked below the preced-241

ing profile to build up the keogram. The resulting keogram is a two dimensional image242

with location along the statistical main oval measured horizontally, increasing rightward,243

and time measured vertically, increasing downward, as illustrated in Figure 3. The hor-244

izontal axis of the keograms was binned such that each unit corresponds to a fixed dis-245

tance measured along the statistical main oval, beginning at the corotating point clos-246

est to local midnight at the beginning of the observation. Distance along the main oval247

is a useful measure since it strictly increases along both the north and south main ovals,248

unlike longitude or latitude, and preserves the apparent scale of the emission feature, un-249

like local time. As distance along the statistical main oval is not a physically relevant250

measure, the horizontal axes are labelled with the corresponding SIII longitude (λIII)251

and latitude (φ) on the lower axis and local times (LT) on the upper axis. The keograms252

are in Jupiter’s rotating reference frame. Corotating features appear as vertical lines on253

the keograms, subcorotating features appear to slope leftward with increasing time, and254

super-corotating features would appear to slope rightward.255

Figure 3. Keograms– two-dimensional space-time plots created to more easily identify main

emission features and characterize their properties, including corotation rates– shown for the

same March 21, 2017 observation as Figures 1c and 2. Here, the same keogram is shown without

any overlays (a) and with overlays (b) for: the feature identification boundaries (magenta lines),

a subcorotating dawn storm’s center-of-brightness (red circles) with errors (dark red capped

bars), a reference line for Ω = 0 (yellow line), and a reference line for Ω = ΩJ (gray line). The

intensities are not adjusted for limb-brightening and are log-scaled, corresponding to the color-

bar on the right. The horizontal axes measure System III longitude (λIII) and latitude (φ) in

degrees, distance along the ME in Mm, and local time (LT) in hours.

3.2 Auroral Feature Identification256

For this study, auroral features were defined as regions of high intensity spanning257

the entire exposure, or vertical range, of the keogram. Features were automatically iden-258

tified to prevent selection bias. First, a brightness profile summed over time was found259

and smoothed; the local maxima of this profile were used as initial, approximate hori-260

zontal locations of auroral features. This approximation is valid as non-corotating au-261
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roral features move slowly relative to the planet’s rotation. Boundaries between these262

approximate locations were then found as the contour of lowest, constant intensity span-263

ning the entire vertical range of the keogram after applying a low-pass filter. An exam-264

ple of the resulting boundaries is shown in Figure 3b. If a contour matching these pa-265

rameters could not be created between two neighboring maxima, then the two maxima266

were considered to belong to the same feature. Emissions lying between boundaries, or267

between the edge of the keogram and a boundary, were identified as auroral features.268

3.3 Measurement of Auroral Feature Properties269

For each auroral feature, the brightness and position between each set of bound-270

aries and in each vertical bin were then found. Emission features were fit with Cheby-271

shev’s inequality, which was used to find the smallest region containing 25% and 50%272

of the total emission in that brightness profile. The center of the former was chosen to273

represent the center-of-brightness of the feature and the bounds of the latter range rep-274

resent 2
√
2σ errors on the center-of-brightness. The characteristic brightness of the fea-275

ture was found as the mean brightness contained within the smallest range containing276

25% of the total emission. This method was preferred over fitting a Gaussian to each fea-277

ture as it gives a robust estimate of the location without requiring any particular shape278

in the brightness profile. Features for which the majority the 2σ errors corresponded to279

the planetary limb, the edge of the observation, or the far side of the planet were excluded280

from the analysis.281

Corotation rates Ω, varying between 0 for features perfectly fixed in local time and282

ΩJ for features fixed in planetocentric coordinates, or corotating, were found for every283

identified feature by the relation284

Ω =

(
1− 1

Nobs − 2

Nobs−1∑
n=1

mC,n

mLT,n

)
ΩJ (1)

where mC,n represents the slope of the center-of-brightness of a feature in the keogram285

in the n-th exposure, mLT,n is that of constant local time, and Nobs is the number of ex-286

posures making up the keogram. As neither the north nor south main ovals are a per-287

fect circle, the rate at which local time passes along the main oval changes as a function288

of location on the planet. This nonlinear effect is accounted for by measuring the slopes289

in each observation or sub-integration and averaging the ratio of these together before290

finding an overall corotation rate Ω. Slopes are not found for the first and last exposures,291

so the total number of slopes is two less than the number of observations Nobs. Local292

time along the main oval is calculated as the hour angle, in System III longitude, of the293

emission feature relative to local noon, which is set to the central meridian longitude of294

the Sun (CMLS) in the observation. An example of the feature identification, with ref-295

erence lines indicating Ω = ΩJ and Ω = 0 overplotted, is shown in Figure 3b. Rota-296

tion rates are measured relative to Jupiter’s rotation and local time in the ionosphere;297

magnetospheric processes driving these emissions may not exactly match the rotation298

rate of their corresponding auroral emissions, due to variation in the magnetic field. Non-299

physical corotation rates resulting from poor measurement of a feature’s center-of-brightness,300

defined as measured corotation rates with either a 3σ lower limit > 1.5ΩJ or a 3σ up-301

per limit < 0, are excluded from the analysis. It is important to note that corotation302

rates are based on the apparent motion of the center-of-brightness of the emission fea-303

ture parallel to the reference statistical main oval. The corotation rates reported here304

do not necessarily reflect the apparent motion of the leading or trailing edge of the fea-305

ture, nor do they account for any apparent motion perpendicular to the statistical main306

oval. Motion perpendicular to the statistical main oval may arise from a misalignment307

of the statistical main oval with the ME; for misalignments of ∼3◦, the measured coro-308

tation rate would change by 0.1%. Subcorotating emission features may have corotat-309

ing or super corotating leading edges.310
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3.4 Application of Limb-Brightening Correction311

All earth-based observations of Jupiter’s aurorae are affected by limb-brightening,312

this analysis included. Due to the observing geometry, the dawn terminator is always313

near the limb of the planet, and thus subject to large limb-brightening effects. While limb-314

brightening has a significant effect on the measured intensities of the auroral emissions315

near dawn, it is not expected to seriously affect the feature identification algorithm or316

the measurement of feature positions and corotation rates, as these are based strictly on317

the relative brightness of neighboring segments of the main emission. For these measure-318

ments, we propagate the effects of a simple model of limb-brightening as an additional319

source of error, with minor effect compared to other sources of error. We report the bright-320

ness of each feature both with and without the full limb-brightening correction.321

We estimate the limb-brightening factor at all points along the reference oval as322

the inverse cosine of the view angle (Grodent et al., 2005), analogous to the air mass cor-323

rection for astronomical observations. The limb-brightening factor is thus generally over-324

estimated at large angles, tending toward infinity near the edge of the disk of the planet325

rather than the expected factor of a few tens (Grodent et al., 1997). The measured bright-326

ness along the reference oval is then divided by the corresponding limb-brightening fac-327

tors to yield a corrected version of the emission profile. The limb-brightening correction328

shifts the peaks of the emission slightly. The center-of-brightness of each feature in the329

limb-brightening-corrected keogram is estimated by finding the nearest maximum to the330

original center-of-brightness after the corrected profile has been smoothed with a box-331

car of width ∼3% the keogram width. As it is constrained by the position of the center-332

of-brightness in the uncorrected image, the maximum is a useful estimate of the center-333

of-brightness in the corrected image. Finding the corrected center-of-brightness in this334

way potentially overestimates the shift from the original, but allows for fast limb-brightening335

correction while contributing to the robustness of our error estimation. This shift in center-336

of-brightness does not directly correspond to a change in the measured corotation rates,337

which is related to the slope of the line connecting the center-of-brightness points rather338

than their absolute positions. The change to the slopes, and therefore the corotation rates,339

that the limb-brightening correction causes can be understood as an additional source340

of uncertainty to the original corotation rate measurements. The local slope of the line341

connecting the corrected centers-of-brightness is measured for each point, the typical dif-342

ference between the corrected slopes and the original slopes is calculated, and that dif-343

ference is propagated through Equation 1 as a source of error. The final change in the344

error can be found by the difference of the original error and the root-sum-square of the345

original error and the new error; the mean change in the error is ∼0.05. We find that346

limb-brightening correction is not a significant source of error for these measurements,347

as 0.05 is significantly less than the propagated error in the planet center pixel and the348

mean error of the feature corotation rates (∼0.2ΩJ).349

Correcting for limb-brightening has a more significant impact on the distribution350

of feature intensities across the ME. This is due to the very large limb-brightening cor-351

rection factors we use near the dawn limb, as the dawn sector is always near the limb352

where the correction factors grow toward infinity. Due to typical observing conditions,353

feature brightness in the noon and dusk sectors is not affected as greatly as that in the354

dawn sector, as the noon and dusk sectors of the statistical main oval in the northern355

hemisphere are farther from the limb of the planet. We note that the extreme limb-brightening356

correction near dawn is a limitation of the simple model of limb-brightening we use rather357

than being physical, and as such we present both the corrected and uncorrected bright-358

nesses. All figures are presented with uncorrected brightness values.359
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4 Results360

The corotation rates of auroral emission features, split into those originating in the361

dawn sector (3-9 LT) and elsewhere (0-3 LT, 9-24 LT), are shown in Figure 4. As these362

are Earth-based observations, only ∼6−18 LT were observable. After removing features363

detected near the edges of the keogram and those with nonphysical corotation rates, as364

described previously, 734 total features were detected: 281 in the dawn sector and 453365

elsewhere. Features outside of the dawn sector follow a narrow distribution of corota-366

tion rates, with ∼63% of ME features outside of dawn falling between 0.8ΩJ < Ω <367

1.1ΩJ and 91% falling between 0 < Ω < 1.25ΩJ . This corotational behavior reflects368

the motion of the ME as a whole. Owing to the reported rarity of the classical dawn storms,369

we expected the distribution of corotation rates for dawn sector features to be similar370

to that for other sectors, with a small increase near zero from the contribution of the dawn371

storms. In contrast, we find evidence of widespread subcorotation in the dawn sector,372

as demonstrated in Figure 4. Dawn sector features have a broad distribution of corota-373

tion rates, with 42% falling between 0 < Ω < 0.8ΩJ , 32% falling between 0.8 < Ω <374

1.1ΩJ , and 82% falling between 0 < Ω < 1.25ΩJ . Dawn features are overrepresented375

compared to non-dawn features at all corotation rates less than 0.8ΩJ . We will call fea-376

tures subcorotating with Ω < 0.8ΩJ “significantly subcorotating” from this point; 42%377

of the dawn features identified here significantly subcorotate. The 0.8ΩJ corotation rate378

cutoff is similar to previous values used to characterize dawn storms (Ballester et al., 1996).379

The results do not depend on this value; it is only chosen to make further discussion clearer.380

The observed distribution of corotation rates in the dawn sector is highly unlikely to be381

drawn from the same underlying population as the distribution in other sectors, as con-382

firmed by a KS-test at a significance level α < 0.001 (i.e. > 99.9% confidence). Prob-383

ability densities are continuous and take measurement errors into account, with the den-384

sities integrated over fixed-width intervals to create histograms.385

Figure 4. Histograms showing the probability density distribution of corotation rates of ME

auroral features. The black, dashed line shows features which began outside the dawn sector,

while the red line shows features which began in the dawn sector. Dawn features are overrepre-

sented at corotation rates less than 0.8ΩJ and underrepresented at higher corotation rates.
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Classical dawn storms have also been consistently characterized as more intense386

than typical of the ME. If all of these significantly subcorotating emissions identified in387

the dawn sector were classical dawn storms, we would expect these features to be sim-388

ilarly overrepresented at high intensities. As illustrated in Figure 5a, this is not the case:389

the brightness distributions for dawn sector features and non-dawn sector features are390

very similar, with non-dawn sector features slightly more likely at higher intensities. Both391

distributions are broadly peaked, with 92% of dawn features and 90% of non-dawn fea-392

tures having intensities between 0.5 MR < I ≤ 6 MR before correcting for limb-brightening.393

The two distributions are different at a significance level α < 0.05 (95% confidence).394

We note that the brightness values shown here are representative of the feature center-395

of-brightness rather than the bulk ME brightness, and so are expected to be higher than396

the average brightness of the main emission separate from the effects of limb-brightening.397

For the same reasons, this result is not in conflict with previous findings that the dawn398

ME is typically dimmer than the dusk ME(Bonfond et al., 2015). The limb-brightening399

correction used here reduces the intensities of emissions near the limb of the planet more400

than is physical, so the overabundance of dawn features in Figure 5b between 0−500401

kR compared to features in other sectors is expected. This overabundance inflates the402

difference between the distributions, leading to a significance level α < 0.001 (99.9%403

confidence) that the two distributions are different. More insight is gained by instead404

looking at the correlation between auroral feature corotation rate and intensity in the405

dawn sector, which should be both strong and negative if all significantly subcorotat-406

ing emissions were bright classical dawn storms. We find no significant correlation be-407

tween corotation rate and brightness in the dawn sector (Pearson correlation coefficient408

r = 0.03 before limb-brightening correction and r = 0.21 after).409

Dim, subcorotating auroral features must appear frequently in the dawn sector ME410

to explain the clear dichotomy between dawn and the rest of the ME in corotation rate,411

as shown in Figure 4, and the similarity between the two regions in mean intensity, as412

shown in Figure 5. Subcorotation in the dawn sector must either not be unique to clas-413

sical dawn storms, or classical dawn storms must be far more common and dimmer than414

previously expected. The ∼12 year span of our survey strongly supports the idea that415

significantly subcorotating emissions are common in the dawn sector of Jupiter’s ME au-416

rorae, which suggests the underlying physics driving these emissions must be similarly417

common.418

5 Discussion419

We have identified hundreds of auroral features in Jupiter’s dayside main auroral420

emission and have systematically measured their positions in local time, corotation rates,421

and intensities, allowing the comparison of large distributions of these properties for the422

first time. We are thus able to compare the properties of classical dawn storms to the423

typical properties of auroral forms both inside and outside the dawn sector. We are specif-424

ically interested in the distributions of corotation rates in the dawn sector and other sec-425

tors, and how these distributions compare to the corotation rates associated with clas-426

sical dawn storms. This comparison is needed to understand the physical processes driv-427

ing the dawn storms.428

Classical dawn storms have been observed to subcorotate with corotation rates be-429

tween 0 � Ω < 0.7ΩJ (Ballester et al., 1996; Clarke et al., 1998; Gustin et al., 2006).430

Over 50% of the auroral features we identify in the dawn sector have corotation rates431

in this range; they do not all, however, have the elevated brightness of a classical dawn432

storms. Instead, the brightnesses of features in the dawn sector have a similar distribu-433

tion to features elsewhere in the ME. Further, while classical dawn storms are rare, oc-434

curring in just ∼10% of observations, these subcorotating emissions are commonly ob-435

served. From these observations it appears that the causes of the subcorotation and high436

intensities of the dawn storms, while traditionally assumed to be related, if not identi-437
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Figure 5. Histograms showing the probability density distribution for the mean intensities

of ME features in HST observations. Blue, dashed lines show features which began outside the

dawn sector, while red lines show features which began in the dawn sector. Panel (a) shows the

distributions before correcting for limb-brightening. Roughly 90% of dawn features and non-dawn

features have intensities between 0.5 MR and 6 MR. There is no statistically significant difference

in the two distributions. Panel (b) shows the distributions after correcting for limb-brightening.

The distributions appear slightly more distinct, but this is partially due to the extreme, non-

physical correction applied near the dawn limb.

cal, are in fact unrelated. Subcorotation occurs in the dawn sector far more often than438

elsewhere in the ME region, and is not correlated with the intensities of the associated439

auroral forms.440

Approximately 30% of the auroral features observed in the dawn sector corotate441

with 0.8ΩJ � Ω < 1.1ΩJ . This range, where the distribution of non-dawn features442

peaks, may be associated with auroral features primarily generated by corotation-enforcement443

currents, which are maximized when magnetospheric plasma has an angular velocity of444

∼0.9ΩJ (Hill, 2001; Cowley & Bunce, 2001; Nichols et al., 2020). Near 65% of dawn fea-445

tures are potentially consistent with begin driven by magnetic reconnection, with coro-446

tation rates of 0.5ΩJ ≤ Ω < 1.25ΩJ . From this observational study, we can not dis-447

tinguish between these two theories in the range 0.8ΩJ ≤ Ω < 1.1ΩJ . If we assume448

all auroral features in that range are the result of the corotation enforcement FACs, we449

may very roughly estimate a lower bound in the occurrence rate of magnetic-reconnection-450

driven dawn auroral forms of 65%− 30% ≈ 35%. This lower bound does not take the451

intensities of the auroral features into consideration, and so this 35 − 65% range may452
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be compared to the ∼50% occurrence rate of dawn-storm-like events identified by Bonfond453

et al. (2021). Neither corotation-enforcement theory nor the magnetic reconnection the-454

ory predict the ∼25% of features lagging behind corotation by more than 50%.455

We propose that the unexplained subcorotational behavior identified in some au-456

roral features may be consistent with corotation enforcement theory after accounting for457

Jupiter’s variable ionospheric conductance. The conductance of Jupiter’s ionosphere is458

broadly modulated by the photoionoization of neutral atoms from incident solar extreme459

ultraviolet (EUV) light (Tao et al., 2010) and locally by particle precipitation, as demon-460

strated both theoretically (Millward et al., 2002) and observationally (Gérard et al., 2020).461

The conductance is typically dominated by particle precipitation near the aurorae, but462

the contribution from solar EUV may play a major role near the dawn terminator. Here,463

the ME is typically dimmer than elsewhere (Bonfond et al., 2015) and has a correspond-464

ingly smaller contribution to the conductance (Millward et al., 2002). In the same lo-465

cation, the conductance due to incident solar EUV jumps by nearly an order of magni-466

tude over ∼1 hour local time where the previously unlit ionosphere suddenly experiences467

incident solar EUV flux again, bringing the solar-driven contribution to the conductance468

within an order of magnitude of the aurora-driven contribution for dim (∼100 kR) au-469

roral emissions (Millward et al., 2002; Tao et al., 2010). Further, there is an enhance-470

ment in subcorotating plasma just before dawn and a corresponding acceleration of plasma-471

laden flux tubes up to, or beyond, corotational velocities according to both in-situ mea-472

surements (Krupp et al., 2001) and models (Chané et al., 2017). The acceleration of flux473

tubes must be accomplished by corotation-enforcement FACs (Nichols & Cowley, 2022),474

which further suggests the presence of strong currents fixed to the dawn sector. FACs475

reach their absolute highest values near dawn in quasi-azimuthally symmetric models476

of Jupiter’s field-aligned current system (Ray et al., 2014), and have a local maximum477

near dawn in non-azimuthally symmetric models (Chané et al., 2018) and in-site mea-478

surements (Lorch et al., 2020).479

Combined, these factors make the dawn sector a likely location to host subcoro-480

tating emissions. The increase in conductance at dawn allows the ionosphere to suddenly481

support larger currents, while the presence of subcorotating magnetospheric plasma drives482

current formation. An increase in EUV-driven conductance and subcorotating-plasma-483

driven currents would further enhance the conductance via electron precipitation and484

collision. As the corotation enforcement currents near dawn grows larger, they will tend485

to dominate the local conductance again. In this scenario, the increase in the dawn con-486

ductance due to solar EUV serves as a small perturbation to allow the currents to grow.487

We note that a localized conductance increase near local dawn may occur in some of the488

ionospheric Pedersen conductances calculated by Gérard et al. (2020), though without489

characterizing the scale of this process it is difficult to predict how it should manifest490

in such maps. As this enhanced conductance is unique to dawn, the resulting auroral fea-491

tures should appear to significantly subcorotate, remaining fixed near dawn while the492

magnetospheric plasma and ionosphere rotate with the planet through the dawn region.493

Testing specific predictions of this theory is outside the scope of this observational pa-494

per; a statistical analysis of in-situ magnetospheric plasma velocities and currents near495

local dawn, combined with comparisons to auroral intensities and behavior, is needed496

to further explore it.497

Invoking the effects of solar EUV in driving dawn-fixed auroral emissions like the498

dawn storms is conceptually similar to previous theories which connected dawn storms499

with variations in the solar wind. Both attempt to explain this motion, in which features500

are fixed relative to the Sun-Jupiter geometry, with properties relating to the Sun rather501

than Jupiter. A connection between the solar wind and the dawn storms has, however,502

never been found (Clarke et al., 2009; Nichols et al., 2009) and would be theoretically503

difficult to explain, as any solar wind disturbance would have to propagate into the mid-504

dle magnetosphere at ∼20 RJ from the magnetopause near 100 RJ (Joy et al., 2002).505
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The theory we present does not have this problem as changes in the solar EUV flux prop-506

agate through the magnetosphere unimpeded by magnetic field lines. For fixed solar con-507

ditions, the ionospheric ionization due to solar EUV is constant at any given local time.508

The theory we present here specifically addresses the behaviors of dawn auroral fea-509

tures, and is compatible with the driving of bright auroral events by both corotation en-510

forcement currents and magnetic reconnection and dipolarization. Magnetic reconnec-511

tion events, or other irregularities in the distribution of the plasma in the middle mag-512

netosphere, may explain the intermittent nature of dawn-fixed auroral features. Plasma513

injection into the dawn sector magnetosphere following reconnection events may trig-514

ger intense emissions, while the ionospheric conductance modulates the corotation rates515

of such features. The process we describe is compatible with recent observations and the-516

ory linking the dawn storms to magnetic reconnection (Yao et al., 2020; Swithenbank-517

Harris et al., 2021; Bonfond et al., 2021). Other variations in the distribution of plasma518

in the middle magnetosphere, such as the spiral-shaped distribution modeled by Chané519

et al. (2017), could also explain the sporadic nature of the dawn-fixed features we have520

identified.521

Finally, we note that we cannot differentiate between drivers of dawn sector au-522

roral forms where the expected corotation rate distributions overlap. We find that < 20%523

of dawn features corotate in keeping with the simple picture of corotation-enforcement524

FACs, and that ∼65% are consistent with the expected results of magnetic reconnection.525

The prominence of magnetic reconnection driven aurorae is uncertain (Nichols & Cow-526

ley, 2022), and reconnection may be too rare to fully explain the ∼45% of features at-527

tributed solely to it. Instead, many more (�60%) features may be consistent with the528

schematic of corotation-enforcement with solar EUV modulated ionospheric conductance529

previously outlined here; at a minimum, ∼25% of auroral forms can be explained by this530

theory. Despite the multitude of physical drivers influencing the motions of auroral forms531

in the dawn sector, the motions of auroral features in the noon and dusk sectors are con-532

sistent with the accepted corotation-enforcement current theory.533

6 Conclusions534

We have shown that nearly half of all auroral features in the dawn sector signif-535

icantly subcorotate, lagging behind rigid corotation by � 20% (0 < Ω ≤ 0.8ΩJ). This536

behavior is distinct from that of features outside the dawn sector, which corotate the ma-537

jority of the time. The high prevalence of subcorotation in the dawn sector is unexpected538

and indicates that the physical drivers of this behavior in auroral forms are common, not539

unique to the rare dawn storms as previously expected. Rare magnetospheric phenom-540

ena which have previously been investigated as potential drivers of the dawn storms, such541

as events in the solar wind, cannot be invoked to explain the motions of the features. In-542

stead, it is better to characterize the dawn storms as one aspect of a far more common543

auroral phenomenon occurring at dawn, which sheds new light on the physics behind both544

the storms and the widespread significant subcorotation of dawn aurorae. We find a wide545

range of corotation rates among dawn sector auroral forms: ∼20% of features are con-546

sistent with the rigid corotation expected from a simple model of corotation-enforcement547

FACs, and ∼65% are consistent with the corotational behavior associated with magnetic548

reconnection events. The 25% of features inconsistent with both of these models, those549

that remain nearly fixed near dawn (0 < Ω ≤ 0.5ΩJ), are newly identified here. Their550

significant subcorotation may be controlled by increased ionospheric conductance, sub-551

corotating magnetospheric plasma, and the field-aligned currents associated with both;552

these physical mechanisms are unique to the dawn sector, and support significant sub-553

corotation. This proposed process is a slight modification to the typical corotation-enforcement554

model widely accepted to drive the bulk of Jupiter’s main emission, and is compatible555

with both the simple corotation-enforcement model and the magnetic reconnection model.556

Future investigations into the motions of auroral forms should compare directly to in-557
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situ measurements of plasma in the middle magnetosphere or to models of the corotation-558

enforcement current system which include variable ionospheric conductance in order to559

more fully explore the theory presented here.560
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